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From Sea to Shining Sea

What angels invented these splendid ornaments, 

these rich conveniences, this ocean of air above, this ocean of water beneath, 

this firmament of earth between? 

—Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Nature”

Executive Summary

Our Ocean and Coasts Are in Trouble

In 2003 and 2004, two national Commissions—the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the

Pew Oceans Commission—released landmark reports on the severe threats facing our oceans

and coasts. The Commissions heard from hundreds of citizens, scientists, industry groups,

environmental organizations, and federal, tribal, state, and local officials across the nation

and found broad consensus about many of the problems besetting our oceans and coasts:

• Fragmented laws, confusing and overlapping jurisdictions, and the absence of a coherent

national ocean policy hinder our management efforts.

• A lack of federal support for emerging regional ocean and coastal governance initiatives

hampers the ability of these initiatives to help solve important ocean and coastal problems.

• Overexploited fisheries bring economic hardship to fishing communities and businesses

and jeopardize the living marine resources held in trust for the benefit of all U.S. citizens.

• A dearth of U.S. leadership in international ocean and coastal forums threatens our

national economic and security interests.

• Dwindling U.S. investment in ocean and coastal research, science, and education compro-

mises our ability to tackle such problems as global warming, resource depletion, harmful

algal blooms, invasive species, and nonpoint source water pollution, to name just a few.

• Inadequate funding for federal agencies and for nonfederal partners at the regional, state,

and local level is a severe impediment to addressing current problems and to anticipating

and planning for future challenges.

Yet the Commissions also recognized that we are in a time of unprecedented opportunity.

Today, as never before, we recognize the links among the land, air, oceans, and human activi-

ties. We have access to advanced technology and timely information on a wide variety of

scales. We recognize the detrimental impacts wrought by human influences. We can and

should act now to ensure that the ocean, coasts, and Great Lakes are healthy and productive

and that our use of their resources is both profitable and sustainable. 
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Effective Remedies Are Within Our Reach

Though different in their membership and mandates, both Commissions came to remarkably

similar conclusions about the actions the United States must take to secure its ocean-dependent

future. The Commissions urged the nation’s leaders to reform ocean governance, pursue

ecosystem-based management, improve fisheries management, rely more heavily on science

in making management decisions, and adequately fund ocean and coastal programs. These

recommendations reflect the conviction of the two Commissions that our nation can change

its course and achieve a new ocean blueprint for the 21st century.

Much Is at Stake

The reports of the two Commissions bring into sharp focus the importance of our oceans and

coasts to our nation’s natural heritage, security, and economy. With an offshore ocean juris-

diction larger than the total land mass of the United States, U.S. waters support rich and

diverse systems of ocean life, provide a protective buffer, and support important commerce,

trade, energy, and mineral resources. More than $1 trillion, or one-tenth, of the nation’s

annual gross domestic product (GDP) is generated within nearshore areas, the relatively nar-

row strip of land immediately adjacent to the coast. Looking at all coastal watershed coun-

ties, the contribution swells to over $6.1 trillion, more than half of the nation’s GDP. In 2003,

ocean-related economic activity contributed more than $119 billion to American prosperity

and supported well over 2.2 million jobs. Roughly three-quarters of the jobs and half the eco-

nomic value were produced by ocean-related tourism and recreation. More than 13 million

jobs are related to trade transported by the network of inland waterways and ports that sup-

port U.S. waterborne commerce. Annually, the nation’s ports handle more than $700 billion

in goods, and the cruise industry and its passengers account for $11 billion in spending. The

commercial fishing industry’s total value exceeds $28 billion annually, with the recreational

saltwater fishing industry valued at around $20 billion, and the annual U.S. retail trade in

ornamental fish worth another $3 billion. Nationwide retail expenditures on recreational

boating exceeded $30 billion in 2002. 

Of course, these figures capture only a small part of our oceans’ worth and potential.

Born of the sea are clouds that bring life-sustaining water to our fields and aquifers and drift-

ing microscopic plants that generate much of the oxygen we breathe. The oceans host great

biological diversity with vast medical potential and are a frontier for exciting exploration

and effective education. Other ocean assets, such as functioning coastal habitats, contribute

to the health of our environment and the sustainability of commercial and recreational

resources. Still others assist in what our nation’s founders referred to as the “pursuit of hap-

piness.” At the dawn of the 21st century, it is clear that these invaluable and life-sustaining

assets are vulnerable to the activities of humans. Our failure to properly manage the human
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activities that adversely affect our oceans and coasts is compromising the health of these 

systems and diminishing our ability to fully realize their potential.

Stepping Up the Pace

Upon release of the two reports, the President and Congress publicly embraced the 

major recommendations of the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the Pew Oceans

Commission. The President issued the U.S. Ocean Action Plan and established the

Committee on Ocean Policy. Congress held hearings and introduced ocean-related legisla-

tion. At the state level, several Governors demonstrated strong leadership by initiating

strategies for coordinating ocean and coastal science and policy in regions that include the

Great Lakes, Northeast, Gulf of Mexico, West Coast, and Southeast, and states that include

California, Washington, Massachusetts, New York, Florida, New Jersey, Alaska, and Hawaii.

These actions set high expectations for significant progress toward ocean policy reform.

Results, however, have been slow in coming, and so members of the U.S. Commission on

Ocean Policy and the Pew Oceans Commission joined forces in early 2005 to create the 

Joint Ocean Commission Initiative. The Joint Initiative is a collaborative effort of the two

Commissions to advance the pace of change toward meaningful ocean policy reform 

consistent with the two Commissions’ recommendations. 

Over the last year, the Joint Initiative has been engaging leaders in Congress and the

Administration on critical ocean policy reform issues. The Joint Initiative has also been work-

ing closely with Governors and other leaders in state government, the private and nonprofit

sectors, and academia to encourage regional collaborations to improve ocean and coastal

management and build durable support for the Initiative’s national priorities.

In March 2006, the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative received a letter from a bipartisan

group of ten United States Senators who are concerned about the health of our oceans and

coasts and committed to ocean policy reform. Their letter asked the Joint Initiative to help

identify the most urgent priorities for Congressional action to advance the national interest

in managing our ocean and coastal resources. 

The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative appreciates the opportunity to provide that input

and is pleased to present this report, From Sea to Shining Sea: Priorities for Ocean Policy

Reform, to members of the United States Senate. In these pages, the Joint Initiative outlines

its response to three questions posed in the letter:

• WHAT ARE THE TOP TEN ACTIONS CONGRESS SHOULD TAKE TO IMPLEMENT THE 

RECOMMENDATIONS MADE BY THE TWO COMMISSIONS?

• WHAT ARE THE HIGHEST PRIORITIES FOR FUNDING NEEDED TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT

AND IMPLEMENTATION OF OCEAN POLICIES THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE

COMMISSIONS’ RECOMMENDATIONS?

• WHAT ARE THE PRIORITY CHANGES TO LAW AND THE FEDERAL BUDGET PROCESS 

NEEDED TO ESTABLISH A MORE EFFECTIVE AND INTEGRATED OCEAN AND COASTAL

GOVERNANCE APPROACH?

7
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The Way Forward

QUESTION 1: TOP TEN ACTIONS CONGRESS SHOULD TAKE TO IMPLEMENT
THE COMMISSIONS’ RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative believes the ten proposals highlighted below provide

the framework for action requested by the Senators—a framework that will focus

Congressional action on the Joint Initiative’s most specific and urgent recommendations. Many

of these actions can be carried out right away, signaling progress and paving the way for some

of the more challenging and long-term measures that will be needed to achieve meaningful

ocean policy reform. Each action is described in further detail in Part I of this report.

1. Adopt a statement of national ocean policy. Congress should acknowledge in legisla-

tion the importance of oceans to the nation’s economic and ecological health and adopt a

national policy to protect, maintain, and restore marine ecosystems so that they remain

healthy, resilient, and able to deliver the services people want and need.

2. Establish the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in law
and work with the Administration to identify and act upon opportunities to
improve federal agency coordination on ocean and coastal issues. Congress should

pass a strong organic act establishing NOAA as the lead civilian ocean agency and

restructure the agency to enhance its ability to fulfill its core mission to further our

understanding of oceans and coasts and apply that knowledge to effectively manage our

marine resources on an ecosystem basis. In addition, although NOAA plays a very

important role and should be strengthened to carry out its mission, there are a number of

federal agencies with ocean and coastal responsibilities and important ocean science and

research programs, including the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Congress should conduct oversight of

the Administration’s implementation of the U. S. Ocean Action Plan and work with the

Administration to identify opportunities to strengthen interagency processes for coordi-

nating ocean and coastal issues, including greater efforts to fully utilize the capacity in

ocean science that exists outside the federal government.

3. Foster ecosystem-based regional governance. Congress should enact legislation to

create incentives for ecosystem-based management that builds on existing regional

efforts. The incentives should provide a framework of policies and programs to guide the

development and implementation of collaborative efforts that involve federal, state, trib-

al, and local governments, as well as the private sector, nongovernmental organizations,

and academic institutions, working together toward regional actions that advance

national ocean and coastal interests. The framework should be flexible in order to 

promote collaborative efforts that are responsive to regional realities, while ensuring

accountability for making meaningful progress toward ecosystem-based management.
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4. Reauthorize an improved Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act. Congress should reauthorize a Magnuson-Stevens Act that incorpo-

rates a stronger reliance on science to guide management actions to ensure the long-term

sustainability of U.S. fisheries and reinforces the principle that fishery resources are held

in the public trust for the benefit of all U.S. citizens and should be managed in a way that

considers the relationships between and among all components of the marine ecosystem.

In addition, care should be taken to avoid changes that compromise existing conservation

provisions or allow exemptions to established review processes that help ensure that fish-

ery-related actions are considered in a broad ecosystem context.

5. Enact legislation to support innovation and competition in ocean-related research
and education consistent with key initiatives in the Bush Administration’s Ocean
Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy. The innovation and competi-

tiveness initiative being pursued as a result of the recommendations issued by the

National Academies in its report, Rising Above the Gathering Storm, highlights the impor-

tance of improving and maintaining strong research and education programs. Ocean-

related research and education programs in agencies across the federal government hold

immense potential for propelling the economic interest of the United States and should

be incorporated into this initiative.

6. Enact legislation to authorize and fund the Integrated Ocean Observing System
(IOOS). The IOOS is the domestic element of the international Global Ocean Observing

System, which is part of the Global Earth Observing System of Systems. Congress should

authorize and fund a comprehensive and sustained national IOOS that will support and

enhance our ability to understand and manage ocean and coastal resources in a number

of ways, including: protecting lives and livelihoods from natural hazards; supporting

national defense and homeland security efforts; safeguarding public health; developing

new energy resources; adapting to climate change; and conserving biodiversity. Congress

needs to consider both ground- and space-based research (NASA, NSF) and operational

(NOAA) ocean-observing assets in developing the budget for the IOOS. Implementation

of the IOOS should be carried out in a manner that recognizes, nurtures, and makes use

of existing nonfederal infrastructure and capacity. 

7. Accede to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. The United States

Senate should provide its advice and consent to U.S. accession to the convention so that the

United States can once again assume a leadership position in international forums deciding

such vital ocean matters as jurisdictional claims over the continental margin with it vast

energy resources, deep seabed mining, scientific research, and environmental protection.

8. Establish an Ocean Trust Fund in the U.S. Treasury as a dedicated source of funds
for improved management and understanding of ocean and coastal resources by
federal and state governments. Each Commission was well aware of the budget impli-

cations inherent in its set of recommendations. Implementation costs outlined in the two

reports arrived at similar projections—it will cost approximately $3–4 billion in new

9
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funds annually to meet the needs of a comprehensive ocean policy. A portion of those

funds should be allocated to all coastal states to help sustain their renewable coastal

resources. The other portion should be used to support the programs and activities of the

various federal agencies with ocean and coastal responsibilities. To address these needs

and to demonstrate a national commitment to a new national ocean policy, each

Commission recommended that an Ocean Trust Fund, composed of dedicated resources,

be established in the U.S. Treasury.

9. Increase base funding for core ocean and coastal programs and direct development
of an integrated ocean budget. The loss of funding for some key ocean and coastal
programs in FY 2006 and the lack of enhanced funding to address high-priority chal-
lenges identified in the Commissions’ reports must be reversed if we are to preserve
the economic benefits derived from ocean-dependent activities and protect the
health and productivity of ocean and coastal ecosystems. Further, the lack of a coher-
ent listing and analysis of ocean and coastal programs distributed throughout the
federal government hampers the ability of Congress and the Administration to eval-
uate, coordinate, and integrate ocean- and coastal-related science, management, and
education programs within agencies across the federal government.

10. Enact ocean and coastal legislation that has already progressed significantly in the
109th Congress. To show progress toward implementing the recommendations of the

U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the Pew Oceans Commission, it is vitally impor-

tant to realize some near term successes while continuing the essential work of achieving

the broader comprehensive reforms necessary to reverse the decline of our oceans.

Toward this end, in addition to the legislative actions recommended above, there are a

number of bills pending in Congress that, if enacted, will demonstrate progress, address

important issues, and show that Congress is serious about restoring the vitality of our

oceans. These include: Marine Debris Research, Prevention and Reduction Act; Tsunami

Preparedness Act; National Ocean Exploration Program Act; Coastal Estuarine Land

Protection Act; Coral Reef Conservation Amendments Act; Ocean and Coastal Mapping

Integration Act; Ocean and Coastal Observing System Act of 2005; Coastal Zone

Enhancement Reauthorization Act; Ballast Water Management Act of 2005; Water

Resources Development Act of 2005; and the Flood Insurance Reform and Modernization

Act of 2006. The intent and status of these bills is described in Part I of this report.

QUESTION 2: HIGHEST PRIORITIES FOR FUNDING NEEDED TO SUPPORT
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF OCEAN POLICIES THAT ARE
CONSISTENT WITH THE COMMISSIONS’ RECOMMENDATIONS 
The priorities outlined in Question 1 represent actions that the Joint Initiative believes 

are of utmost importance for Congress to undertake immediately. The information that 

follows focuses on the funding implications of each of the actions identified, drawing upon

figures derived from funding recommendations contained in Part II of this report. 
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As demonstrated below, implementation of several of those priority actions would not

require additional funding.

1. Adopt a statement of national ocean policy. No new funds are needed for Congress to

take this prerequisite action to reinvigorate the nation’s understanding and management

of its ocean and coastal legacy.

2. Establish the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in law and
improve federal agency coordination. Congress can pass a strong organic act estab-

lishing NOAA as the lead civilian ocean agency and conduct vigorous oversight of the

Executive Branch agencies to strengthen interagency coordination without expenditure

of additional funds.

3. Foster ecosystem-based regional governance. The Joint Initiative has identified a

select number of programs that should receive increased funding over FY 2006 levels

with a mandate to dedicate those funds to encouraging ecosystem-based regional gover-

nance efforts. These increases total $41 million. 

4. Reauthorize an improved Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act. While reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens Act does not have 

an explicit cost attached to it, it is clear from the content of pending bills that Congress

intends to strengthen fisheries-related science, management, and enforcement. Given

that these bills incorporate many of the recommendations made by both Commissions,

the Joint Initiative believes that a first year cost estimate of $29 million, as recommended

by the U.S. Commission, is needed to make initial steps toward the implementation of

new and strengthened provisions of a reauthorized act.

5. Enact legislation to support innovation and competition in ocean-related research
and education consistent with key initiatives in the Bush Administration’s Ocean
Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy. The costs to implement these

actions are reflected in the funding implications for recommendation 9: Develop an inte-

grated ocean budget and increase base funding for core ocean and coastal programs,

described below.

6. Enact legislation to authorize and fund the Integrated Ocean Observing System
(IOOS). The Joint Initiative recommends that Congress provide the $138 million recom-

mend by the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy. 

7. Accede to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Accession to 

the convention will require U.S. contributions of approximately $3 million to support the

International Tribunal for Law of the Sea, as well as the International Seabed Authority. 

8. Establish an Ocean Trust Fund in the U.S. Treasury to provide a dedicated source
of funds for improved management and understanding of ocean and coastal
resources by federal and state governments. While there is no cost associated with 

the creation of a Trust Fund, its establishment would provide a funding mechanism for

Congress to designate resources in support of multi-agency and intergovernmental 

(federal/state) initiatives, such as those recommended in this report.

11
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9. Increase base funding for core ocean and coastal programs and develop an inte-
grated ocean budget. In addition to the recommended funding levels offered above, the

Joint Initiative recommends an additional $536 million in new funding for additional

activities needed to support implementation of a new national ocean policy, for a total of

$747 million in funding above FY 2006 levels. Details are provided in Part II of this report.

10. Enact ocean and coastal legislation that has already progressed significantly in the
109th Congress. The Joint Initiative incorporates funding recommendations for some,

but not all, of these bills in Part II of this report. However, the key objective of this priori-

ty action is to urge expeditious Congressional action on pending legislation. 

QUESTION 3: PRIORITY CHANGES IN LAW AND FEDERAL BUDGET PROCESS
NEEDED TO ESTABLISH A MORE EFFECTIVE AND INTEGRATED OCEAN AND
COASTAL GOVERNANCE APPROACH
A paramount finding by both Commissions was that our nation’s ocean governance system

lacks coordination, coherence, and focus and that this lack diminishes our ability to effectively

address pressing ocean and coastal issues. The priority actions the Joint Ocean Commission

Initiative is recommending fall into the following seven broad categories:

• National Ocean Governance Reform

• Regional and State Ocean Governance Reform

• Fisheries Management Reform

• Research, Science, and Education

• International Leadership

• New Funding for Ocean Policy and Programs

• Pending Ocean and Coastal Legislation

Part I of this report provides guiding principles for each category, discusses in greater

detail the “top ten” action or actions that fall within that category, and presents additional

related recommendations for Congressional consideration.

Changes to the federal budget process will also be necessary if a more effective and inte-

grated ocean and coastal governance approach is to be realized. The development of a coher-

ent listing and analysis of federal ocean and coastal programs, through an integrated ocean

budget, would enhance the ability of the Administration and Congress to evaluate, coordi-

nate, and integrate ocean and coastal science, management, and education programs that are

scattered across the federal government. Further, restoration of adequate funding for some

key ocean and coastal programs in FY 2006, along with enhanced funding to address high-

priority challenges identified in the Commissions’ reports, is essential if we are to protect 

the economic and ecological benefits derived from our ocean and coastal resources. Part II of

this report offers an illustrative discussion of how the federal budget process might change

to facilitate a more integrated approach to funding for ocean and coastal management and

science programs by pulling together the related but scattered array of federal programs

under four overarching initiatives. 
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Taken together, this information provides a road map for Congress to make priority

changes in law, funding, and the federal budget process that will lead to more effective and

integrated ocean and coastal governance.

Conclusion

In 1969 the Congressionally-chartered Stratton Commission called upon “Congress and the

President to develop a national ocean program worthy of a great sea nation.” In the years

that followed, Congress enacted a series of bold new programs to modernize the nation’s

management of U.S. fisheries, coastal zones, ports, offshore energy production, water pollu-

tion, and more. The programs addressed pressing needs of the day, but were not structured

to promote effective management of numerous ocean and coastal activities over time and

across a vast geographic area. 

Much has changed since the Stratton Commission issued its report. New management

structures are needed to guide new and emerging uses of the oceans, such as offshore aqua-

culture and marine biotechnology. Population pressures on ocean and coastal areas have

intensified, and new threats loom, such as sea-level rise and increased storm frequency

attributed to global climate change, as well as harmful and sometimes deadly algal blooms.

The previously vital link between science and policy has suffered from insufficient invest-

ment and high level neglect.

The time is ripe for Congress again to act boldly to transform a dysfunctional federal

management regime into a truly effective and farsighted system for managing our magnifi-

cent oceans and coasts to benefit current and future generations. The members of the Joint

Ocean Commission Initiative stand ready to assist the Congress in every way possible to

meet this formidable challenge.

13
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Part I: Priority Actions for Congress 

In the Executive Summary of this report the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative identified 

the top ten actions Congress should take to advance the national interest in managing our

oceans and coasts, along with corresponding funding priorities. Each of the Joint Initiative’s

recommendations are detailed in the context of one of seven broad categories:

• National Ocean Governance Reform

• Regional and State Ocean Governance Reform

• Fisheries Management Reform

• Research, Science, and Education

• International Leadership

• New Funding for Ocean Policy and Programs

• Pending Ocean and Coastal Legislation

This companion to the Executive Summary provides guiding principals for each 

category, discusses in greater detail the “top ten” action or actions that fall within that 

category, and presents additional related recommendations for the Congressional consid-

eration.

Taken together, this information provides a road map for Congress to make priority

changes in law, funding, and the federal budget process that will lead to more effective and

integrated ocean and coastal governance.

National Ocean Governance Reform

We must unify our nation with a common national ocean policy of protecting and restoring

our ocean and coastal ecosystems so that they will continue to be healthy, resilient, and able

to provide the goods and services that people want and need. Furthermore, sound ocean 

policy requires protecting our oceans and coasts while also understanding the relationships

among social, cultural, economic, and ecological factors.

In developing its recommendations related to national ocean governance reform, the

Joint Initiative has followed a set of principles presented below that should also guide

Congress in its actions.

15
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National Ocean Policy. A national ocean policy is needed to acknowledge the importance of

oceans to the nation’s economic and ecological health and to protect, maintain, and restore

marine ecosystems so that they remain healthy and resilient and able to deliver the services

people want and need. A national ocean policy would serve to unify and guide the decision

making and actions of a multitude of federal agencies with ocean management responsibilities

and to bring greater coherency to the numerous federal ocean and coastal laws by establishing

a common goal.

Management Decisions Grounded in an Ecosystem-based Approach. In carrying out a national

ocean policy, we need to implement an ecosystem-based management approach that examines

the links among living and nonliving resources. Instead of managing one issue or resource in

isolation, we need to move toward a management approach that considers human activities,

their benefits, and their potential impacts within the broader context of interconnected social,

economic, and ecological factors.

A Stronger NOAA Capable of Implementing an Ecosystem-based Management Approach. Since

its creation by a reorganization order in 1970, NOAA has worked to advance the understanding,

management, and protection of ocean and atmospheric resources. However, the agency suffers

from programmatic and functional overlaps, disconnects among current line offices, and chang-

ing organizational priorities. NOAA needs congressional action to codify the agency and there-

by enhance its mission, improve its structure, and better enable it to carry out existing and new

responsibilities in a manner that is consistent with ecosystem-based management.

Federal Agency Coordination and Leadership. Eleven cabinet-level departments and four inde-

pendent agencies have responsibilities for ocean and coastal policy and management. High-

level attention to carry out a national ocean policy and improved coordination and communi-

cation among ocean agencies would greatly enhance the effectiveness of our management of

ocean and coastal resources. It is encouraging to see some recognition of the need to improve

federal coordination on ocean policy issues through the President’s creation of the interagency

Committee on Ocean Policy and the implementation of the U.S. Ocean Action Plan. Federal

agency leadership and coordination are essential to enhancing our ability to effectively man-

age ocean and coastal resources.

PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE NATIONAL OCEAN GOVERNANCE REFORM 
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ACTIONS NEEDED BY CONGRESS 
Based on the guiding principles outlined above, the Joint Initiative strongly encourages

Congress to take steps to establish a national ocean policy, codify NOAA, promote more

effective coordination and integration of federal ocean and coastal programs, and enable

implementation of an ecosystem-based management approach.

Adopt a national ocean policy. (Recommended Action 1) Congress should pass legisla-

tion that adopts a national ocean policy to acknowledge the importance of oceans to the

nation’s economic and ecological health and to protect, maintain, and restore marine

ecosystems so that they remain healthy, resilient, and able to deliver the services people

want and need. A statement of national ocean policy should include recognition that it is the

policy of the United States to establish and maintain for the benefit of the nation a coordinat-

ed, comprehensive, and long-range national program of ocean and atmospheric research, con-

servation, management, education, monitoring, and assessment. A new declaration of nation-

al ocean policy should incorporate provisions relating, but not limited to, the following con-

cepts:

• acknowledge the linkage of ocean, land, and atmospheric systems

• protect, maintain, and restore the long-term health, productivity, and diversity of the

ocean environment

• protect life and property against natural and manmade hazards

• ensure responsible management and sustainable use of fishery resources and other ocean

and coastal resources held in the public trust, using ecosystem-based management and a

balanced precautionary and adaptive approach

• assure sustainable coastal development based on responsible state and community 

management and planning

• develop improved scientific information and use of the best scientific information 

available to make decisions concerning natural, social, and economic processes affecting

ocean and atmospheric environments

• enhance sustainable ocean-related and coastal-dependent commerce and transportation,

balancing multiple uses of the ocean environment

• provide for continued investment in and improvement of technologies for use in ocean

and climate-related activities

• expand human knowledge of marine and atmospheric environments and ecosystem

• facilitate a collaborative approach that encourages the participation of diverse stake-

holders and the public in ocean and atmospheric science and policy

• promote close cooperation among all levels of government, academia, nongovernmental

organizations, the private sector, and other stakeholders based on this policy to ensure

coherent, accountable, and effective planning, regulation, and management of activities

affecting the oceans and the atmosphere

• enhance and preserve the role of the United States as a global leader in ocean, atmos-

pheric, and climate-related activities

17
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Codify and strengthen the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
(Recommended Action 2a) Congress should codify NOAA through passage of an organic

act to formally establish the agency. A NOAA organic act should: 

• Establish NOAA as the lead civilian ocean agency by statute.

• Set forth core missions of: assessment, prediction, and operations; ecosystem-based man-

agement of ocean and coastal areas and resources; and science, research, and education.

• Call for reorganization of the agency along functional lines to better equip it to carry out

its core mission and remain science-based, but with its management programs better

connected to make use of that science in decision making.

• Establish leadership roles and accountability mechanisms for implementation of major

elements of the agency’s mission.

NOAA was established in 1970 by presidential reorganization order and has operated

under that authority since that time. Over the years, several bills have been introduced that

can provide the basis for an act that would codify NOAA. Most recently these include the

National Ocean Policy Leadership Act (S. 2647), which was authored by former Senator

Earnest F. Hollings and introduced in the 108th Congress. The Bush Administration has put

forward simple organic act language, and Congressman Vernon recently reintroduced his

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Act (H.R. 5450), which is scheduled to be

marked up and reported out of the House Committee on Science in early June. Once passed,

the bill will be referred to the House Committee on Resources, which is expected to consider

the legislation by addressing NOAA’s resource and conservation activities, issues that fall

under that committee's jurisdiction. By building on these bills, Congress can codify and

strengthen NOAA and thereby enhance its mission, improve its structure, and better enable

it to carry out existing and new responsibilities in a manner that is consistent with ecosys-

tem-based management.

Enhance federal agency coordination and leadership. (Recommended Action 2b)
Congress should conduct oversight of the Administration’s implementation of the U.S.

Ocean Action Plan and work with the Administration to identify opportunities to

strengthen the interagency processes for coordinating ocean and coastal issues. In

response to the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy’s report, in 2004 the Bush Administration

established an interagency Committee on Ocean Policy, chaired by the chairman of the

Council on Environmental Quality, and also unveiled a U.S. Ocean Action Plan. The

Administration’s ocean policy structure, under this new committee, is still in its early 

stages. However, Congress should evaluate its missions and functions and determine

whether modifications or improvements are needed.

In this regard, the Joint Initiative recommends Congressional actions that include: 

• Require the Administration to prepare a progress report outlining priorities, activities,

and results achieved by the Committee on Ocean Policy and its related subcommittees,
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including implementation of the U.S. Ocean Action Plan and the overall effectiveness of

the interagency structure.

• Schedule a Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation National Ocean

Policy Study Subcommittee oversight hearing on national ocean governance with discus-

sion of the progress of the interagency structure as a topic. 

• Based on the results of the progress report and the oversight hearing, pass legislation

that would:

• Codify a permanent federal coordinating committee with staff support provided by

an Office of Ocean Policy in the Executive Office of the President to oversee the fed-

eral government’s implementation of a national ocean policy, resolve interagency

disputes, and coordinate ocean budgets (or manage the integrated oceans budget).

• Call upon the President to select an Assistant to the President to provide leadership

and support for implementation of the national ocean policy.

• Establish a nonfederal Council of Advisors to provide advice on ocean and 

coastal issues.

Enable the transition toward an ecosystem-based approach. (Additional
Recommended Action) Congress should expressly acknowledge that management of 

all marine resources should be carried out in an ecosystem-based approach. Further,

Congress should call upon federal agencies to develop guidelines that enable improved

coordination and analysis to assist in the transition toward an integrated management

approach that considers the entire ecosystem. Such an express acknowledgment should 

be part of law currently up for reauthorization, including the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery

Conservation and Management Act, the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA), the

National Marine Sanctuaries Act, the Clean Water Act, and other statutory regimes govern-

ing the use and management of ocean and coastal resources. Through reauthorization or 

passage of these statutes, Congress can provide that the goals for management should be set

to ensure that ocean and coastal ecosystems remain productive with respect to all resources.

For example, through language included in the reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens

Act, Congress can acknowledge that a first step toward effective ecosystem-based manage-

ment of fisheries is to enable coordinated analysis of cumulative impacts of activities on fish-

ery resources, as well as the impacts of fishing activities on other sectors, by developing

guidelines for Regional Fishery Management Councils and other state and federal agencies

and management entities to perform such analyses.

Likewise, through reauthorization of the CZMA, Congress can require that state coastal

programs work with federal, state, and local agencies to provide for periodic assessments of

the state’s natural, cultural, and economic resources, and based on those assessments, set

specific, measurable goals that reflect the growing understanding of ocean and coastal envi-

ronments and the need to manage growth in regions under pressure from coastal develop-

ment. Congress can also direct that states redefine the landward reach of their coastal zones
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to include coastal watersheds, thus better enabling coastal programs to look across political

boundaries and incorporate a coastal watershed focus and the basic tenets of ecosystem-

based management. 

Statutory acknowledgement of the need to incorporate ecosystem-based management

into marine resource management regimes is intended be a first step toward ecosystem-

based management by enabling improved coordination and analysis among agencies man-

aging marine resources and providing for a transition toward an integrated management

approach that considers the entire ecosystem. 

Regional and State Ocean Governance Reform

Ocean governance activities are developing in a number of regions, including the Great

Lakes, Northeast, Southeast, West Coast, and Gulf of Mexico. Likewise, state-driven initia-

tives are emerging in Alaska, California, Florida, Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New

York, and Washington. This is a promising start, but more is needed, particularly with regard

to a purposeful and coordinated federal role in facilitating and supporting such activities. 

More regions and states should develop and implement ocean governance mechanisms,

and the federal government should develop a national framework to support regional

approaches and collaboration. Notwithstanding the very positive actions that some coastal

states and regions are taking to organize from the “bottom up,” to fully address critical

issues affecting our national interest in marine ecosystems, adequate support from the feder-

al government is also necessary.

The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative has set forth a set of guiding principles that

should underpin implementation of regional and state ocean governance reform. These prin-

ciples are presented below.

Collaborative and Coordinated Approaches through Regional Governance Mechanisms.

Provide support for coordinated, integrated ecosystem-based management that builds on cur-

rent regional and ecosystem-based efforts and enhances those efforts to enable all ocean and

coastal areas to be managed in a way that supports healthy, productive, and resilient marine

ecosystems that will benefit current and future generations.

Necessary Elements of Regional Processes. To be effective, regional process must include:

• Goals that support and conserve the ecosystem services that are essential to human well-being.

• Consideration of all aspects of an ecosystem—natural, social, and economic—and how

these aspects interact with and affect the ecosystem as a whole.

• Prioritized and coordinated management of activities within a specified area.

PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE REGIONAL AND STATE OCEAN GOVERNANCE
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ACTIONS NEEDED BY CONGRESS
Based on the guiding principles outlined above, the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative

strongly encourages Congress to provide a national framework to support and guide the

development and implementation of regional plans and processes that involve federal, state,

tribal, and local governments. 

Foster ecosystem-based regional governance. (Recommended Action 3) Congress

should pass legislation to create a national framework to support regional approaches and

collaboration and enable coordinated, integrated ecosystem-based management that builds

on existing regional and ecosystem-based efforts. This framework should guide the develop-

ment and implementation of processes that involve federal, state, tribal, and local govern-

ments, as well as the private sector, nongovernmental organizations, and academic institu-

tions, working together toward regional actions that advance national ocean and coastal

interests. Regional governance mechanisms will vary to meet needs of different regions, but

should be encouraged to possess the following characteristics:

• Regional governance entities that are manageable in size (approximately 20-25 represen-

tatives) with a mix of federal agency and state representatives.

• Regional entities that are advised and supported by a citizens advisory committee.

• Development of regional ocean strategic plans that:

• Identify short and long term goals 
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• Reliance on scientific information that is continuously improved and fully utilized.

• Enhanced public education that is delivered through formal and informal means.

Regional Research and Information. Decision makers at all levels, particularly at the local level,

need accurate and timely information about ocean and coastal ecosystems, including how

human activities impact those ecosystems. 

Regional Ecosystem Assessments. Assessments of the natural, cultural, social, and economic

attributes in a region are needed to guide management decisions and improve the National

Environmental Policy Act process by providing a single regional assessment that can be the

basis for individual Environmental Impact Statements. 

Enhanced Regional Governance Through Improved Federal Coordination in Regions.

Government at all levels must work together more effectively at the regional level. Federal

agencies must coordinate existing programs and activities to assist and support more effective

implementation of regional approaches.
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• Assess the region’s social, economic, and ecological characteristics to guide progress

toward those goals

• Determine priority issues and solutions to address them

• Identify indicators of management efforts

• Analyze gaps in authority

• Identify and prioritize research, data, and information needs

• Commit to dedicated public education and outreach efforts

• Implement solutions or policies to address priority problems

Improve federal coordination of regional activities. (Additional Recommended
Action) Congress should call upon the President to direct federal agencies to identify

opportunities to further coordinate existing programs and activities to assist and support

more effective implementation of regional approaches. Improving coordination of federal

agency activities at the regional level would be an important complement to state, local, and

tribal efforts to address ocean and coastal resource management issues on a regional basis.

Enhanced coordination would enable federal agencies to better address state and local needs

while also furthering national goals and priorities. 

Fisheries Management Reform

The last 30 years have witnessed the overexploitation of many fish stocks and negative con-

sequences to fishing communities. Consequently, the fishing industry has changed from one

with seemingly boundless potential to one that is struggling. Our fisheries management

regime must be improved if we are to sustain the U.S. fishing industry, maximize economic

and social benefits, and sustain living marine resources held in public trust for the benefit of

all U.S. citizens. 

There has been significant Congressional attention to fisheries management reform in the

109th Congress, with versions of a bill to reauthorize the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery

Conservation and Management Act, the nation’s primary federal fisheries management law,

working their way through both the Senate and the House. The Joint Initiative is committed

to a set of fundamental principles that it believes should guide and be incorporated into

meaningful and effective fisheries legislation and urges the Congress to reauthorize the

Magnuson-Stevens Act this year. 

Ecosystem-based Management. Fisheries management should be informed and guided by

long-term objectives set for both the fishery and the ecosystem, and thereby consider linkages

between different living and nonliving components of the sea, land, atmosphere, and the

health and vitality of human communities.

PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE FISHERIES MANAGEMENT REFORM 
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Management Based on Independent Science. Strengthen the use of science in management by

requiring Regional Fishery Management Councils to adhere to allowable biological limitations

determined by their Science and Statistical Committee, setting catch limits at or below these

limitations, and establishing consistent and independent peer review processes for the science

used in decision making. 

Fallback Provisions. As an incentive toward timely and responsible action to address overfishing

and the degradation of essential fish habitat, require fallback provisions to be implemented

when management plans are not developed within a required time frame.

Dedicated Access Privileges. Authorize fishery managers to use dedicated access privileges as

one of the tools to better manage fisheries resources. Establish national guidelines that allow

for regional implementation that is consistent with those guidelines. 

Enforcement. Expand cooperative fisheries enforcement programs between federal and state

enforcement entities. The programs should clarify the role of the Coast Guard and should

emphasize joint training, stronger and more consistent information sharing, and increased use

of enforcement technology such as Vessel Monitoring Systems.

Cooperative Research. Direct the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to create an

expanded, regionally-based collaborative research program that involves the fishing community

and federal, state, and academic scientists. Research should benefit from linkages to the

Integrated Ocean Observing System. Funds for such cooperative research projects should be

awarded on a competitive basis. 

Bycatch Reduction. Bycatch should be addressed continuously to ensure the sustainability of fish-

eries and ecosystem services. Fishermen should be allowed to keep fish they catch within conser-

vation limits, rather than be forced to discard and waste one species because it is in a target fish-

ery for another. Bycatch reduction efforts should include accounting for such resources with

regard to total allowable catch.

Council Membership. Require governors to submit a slate of candidates that represents a broad

cross-section of qualified public as nominees to the Regional Fishery Management Councils.

Training. Require training on a variety of topics relevant to fishery management for new

Regional Fishery Management Council members and make such training available to represen-

tatives from interest groups and industry.
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ACTIONS NEEDED BY CONGRESS 
Based on the principles outlined above, the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative strongly

encourages Congress to reauthorize the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and

Management Act to ensure the long-term sustainability of U.S. fisheries, maximize social and

economic benefits, and reinforce the principle that fishery resources are held in the public

trust for the benefit of all U.S. citizens. 

Reauthorize the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
(Recommended Action 4) Congress should pass legislation to reauthorize our primary

law governing the nation’s fisheries. Progress on the Magnuson-Stevens Act is promising,

with bills moving through the Senate and House that address recommendations made by the

U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the Pew Oceans Commission. While progress on

these bills is encouraging, the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative believes that a final bill

should reflect the principles outlined above, and therefore should:

• Avoid any rollback of existing law that could result in increased fishing pressure on 

vulnerable stocks and threaten their ability to rebuild.

• Show greater movement toward ecosystem-based management.

• Strengthen provisions to ensure that the best available science is used to make manage-

ment decisions. 

In addition, the Joint Initiative supports provisions in Senate Bill 2012 that strengthens

the ability of the United States and international fishery management organizations to com-

bat illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing. More on these provisions can be found in

the International Leadership section of this report.

The Joint Initiative encourages the House and Senate to work together to enact a strong

Magnuson-Stevens reauthorization bill in 2006. 

Education. Foster public understanding of ocean resources, including the importance of conserva-

tion measures aimed at sustaining fisheries and the linkages between human health and the

health of oceans.

International Leadership. Promote adoption and observance of international standards for the

sustainable harvest of coral reefs and other living marine resources.
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Research, Science, and Education

Growing awareness of the important economic, environmental, and aesthetic benefits that

our oceans, coasts, and Great Lakes provide to our nation has spurred a greater appreciation

for the need to improve our understanding and conservation of the health and productivity

of these resources. We now recognize that the processes that drive these ecosystems and their

interactions with the atmosphere and land are complex and interrelated. Given this knowl-

edge, multidisciplinary science and education are the frontiers that offer the greatest poten-

tial for significantly advancing our understanding of the functions of our oceans and coasts,

providing increased opportunities to address cumulative impacts that are compromising the

economic, ecologic, and social benefits they provide.

Major changes are needed in institutional organization and coordination, funding mech-

anisms, and education objectives to realize the full potential that ocean research and educa-

tion programs offer. The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative has articulated a set of principles

that should guide ocean and coastal science, research, and education. 
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Best Available Science and Information. Ocean policy decisions should be based on the best

available understanding of the natural, social, and economic processes that affect ocean and

coastal environments. Decision makers should be able to obtain and understand quality science

and information in a way that supports informed management of ocean and coastal resources.

Ecosystem-based Management. U.S. ocean and coastal resources should be managed to reflect

the relationships among all ecosystem components, including humans and nonhuman species

and the environments in which they live. Applying this principle will require defining relevant

geographic management areas based on ecosystem, rather than political, boundaries.

Ocean–Land–Atmosphere Connections. Ocean policies should be based on the recognition that

the oceans, land, and atmosphere are inextricably intertwined and that actions that affect one

Earth system component are likely to affect another.

Stewardship. The principle of stewardship applies to the government and to every citizen. The U.S.

government holds ocean and coastal resources in the public trust—a special responsibility that

necessitates balancing different uses of those resources for the continued benefit of all Americans.

Every member of the public should recognize the value of the oceans and coasts and support

appropriate policies and responsible actions that minimize negative environmental impacts.

PRINCIPLES GUIDING OCEAN AND COASTAL SCIENCE, 
RESEARCH, AND EDUCATION
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ACTIONS NEEDED BY CONGRESS
There are a number of opportunities ripe for Congressional action that can help reform the

ocean science and education enterprise. First, the innovation and competitiveness initiative

being driven by the National Academies report, Rising Above the Gathering Storm, has high-

lighted the importance of maintaining strong research and education programs, an initiative

to which the ocean community can clearly contribute. In addition, the Administration is

halfway through the process of developing a comprehensive Ocean Research Priorities 

Plan and Implementation Strategy, as called for in the President’s U.S. Ocean Action Plan.

Congress can influence and assist the development of this strategy and should take action 

to support key initiatives that will reinforce and complement the plan. 

Moreover, the ocean community has rallied behind the implementation of an Integrated

Ocean Observing System (IOOS), which requires Congressional endorsement and guidance.

Also in need of Congressional support are recommendations for a new initiative to help sci-

entists develop practical information that assists policy makers and managers in implement-

ing ecosystem-based management and another initiative to bolster ocean exploration. For

many of these recommendations to have a chance of success, Congress must look to its own

policy making and funding processes that create barriers to cross cutting multi-agency,

multi-disciplinary initiatives.

Finally, the nation needs a coherent plan for enhancing ocean education, building on the

success of existing programs in NOAA, NSF and the Navy. The key is to strike a balance in

the distribution of limited resources across this spectrum of activities to help ensure the

development of a coherent and robust long-range strategy for advancing ocean science and

education.

Expand innovation and competitiveness legislation to incorporate ocean science and
education consistent with the Bush Administration’s Ocean Research Priorities Plan
and Implementation Strategy. (Recommended Action 5) Ocean-related research and

education programs hold immense potential for propelling the economic interest of the

United States and should be incorporated into the national innovation and competitive-

ness initiative. The Ocean Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy will iden-

tify the best investment opportunities in marine science. Our oceans are rich in energy

resources, marine biotechnology is a rapidly growing industry that is capitalizing on the vast

biological and genetic diversity of marine life, and advanced underwater vehicles are opening

up an era of ocean exploration that has captured the imagination of a new generation of

school-aged children. Cutting-edge research using massive oceanic and atmospheric data sets

and a new focus on promoting multi-disciplinary studies in support of ocean science are laying

the groundwork for technological advances and a sophisticated workforce that will allow our

nation to be a leader in the global shift toward a service sector that provides environmentally-

sensitive technologies and policies.

Congress and the President have proposed legislative and funding initiatives to imple-

ment innovation and competitiveness activities, with a focus on programs in the Department
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of Energy, NSF, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Congress should

expand its vision and include enhanced programs for ocean-related research and education

as part of the initiative. Congress should target the initiatives identified by the President’s

Committee on Ocean Policy is its Ocean Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy,

which is currently in development. This strategy, developed with input from the ocean 

community and subject to a comprehensive review by a special National Academies review

committee, will identify ocean-related research and education priorities government-wide,

providing Congress with an ocean science funding roadmap. This strategy is scheduled to be

completed at the end of the year. However, the other priority recommendations described in

this section offer immediate opportunities to focus and strengthen currently uncoordinated

programs and platforms from which new initiatives can be launched. 

Support the implementation of the Integrated Ocean Observing System.
(Recommended Action 6) Congress should support the implementation of an Integrated

Ocean Observing System (IOOS). IOOS is the domestic element of the international Global

Ocean Observing System, which in turn is part of the multi-dimensional Global Earth

Observing System of Systems. Together, these nested systems offer scientists and managers 

a more complete view of atmospheric, terrestrial, and oceanic interactions occurring at the

global, national, and regional scales. 

IOOS, broadly speaking, provides the infrastructure and tools needed to translate science

into products and services needed by decision makers. IOOS supports the hardware, soft-

ware, data management, synthesis, and modeling activities that integrate the data and infor-

mation generated by the research community. IOOS also helps ensure that research efforts

are directed toward issues and questions that are limiting the capacity of decision makers to

make informed policy and regulatory decisions. For example, IOOS supports activities such

as the enhanced water quality monitoring system called for in the President’s Ocean Action

Plan, ecosystem modeling that supports multi-species management of our ocean fisheries,

and forecasting and tracking harmful algal blooms. 

IOOS is also where disparate data sets are integrated to detect short- and long-term shifts

in the health and productivity of key ecosystems and where socioeconomic trends are ana-

lyzed. This information is then synthesized and translated into products that are understand-

able to decision makers, who then use it to guide their decisions. Hidden inside this process

are infrastructure requirements (e.g., ships, satellites, sensors, laboratories, computer soft-

and hardware) and the development of tools (e.g., new or expanded ecosystem models) that

are increasingly sophisticated and costly. Consequently, a comprehensive IOOS requires

Congress to pass authorizing legislation that will guide both the activities of federal agencies

and the numerous state and private sector partners who are also deeply vested in the system.

Without a clear specification of the roles and responsibilities of the various players and

increased funding to implement such a system, the ocean will continue to be the weak link in

a global observing system that is already driving major economic policy making. 
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Establish a New Ecosystem Research Initiative. (Additional Recommended Action)
Congress should establish an Ecosystem Research Initiative to foster scientific cooperation

and integration by rewarding interagency and multidisciplinary research that addresses

ecosystem questions. Decision makers need information that will help them manage human

activities and natural resources in a manner that provides the greatest benefit to the nation.

While there is broad agreement among scientists and natural resource managers that the United

States must transition toward ecosystem-based management, there is considerable confusion

about what this process entails. Will specific ecosystem concerns, such as the fate or habitat

needs of an endangered species, or a regime-wide phenomenon, such as climate change, take

precedent over human priorities? Are we headed toward dramatic ecological regime shifts

induced by human activities, or are these changes being driven by natural processes? 

These are legitimate questions that require the government to develop a more coherent and

broad-based research program. Such a program must be based on multidisciplinary approach-

es and the cooperation of scientists from differing disciplines within and outside the govern-

ment. An Ecosystem Research Initiative should integrate ongoing basic and applied ecosystem

research across the spectrum of federal agencies currently engaged in such research. The con-

solidation of ecosystem-related research activities under a broad interagency cross-cutting ini-

tiative—perhaps modeled on the Climate Change Research Program—is key to delivering

usable information to managers and policy makers. For the initiative to be successful, it must

be granted an appropriate level of discretionary funding authority to direct existing and new

resources toward high priority research areas through a competitive process. 

Support an enhanced National Ocean Exploration Program. (Additional Recommended
Action) Pass a National Ocean Exploration Program Act that supports an expanded national

ocean exploration program. A robust exploration program that coordinates, enhances, and

strengthens activities across federal agencies is a missing link in a national strategy to better

understand the Earth’s environment. Exploration focuses on curiosity-driven research of

ocean-related processes, properties, and places that are poorly known or understood. Put into

context, more than 1,500 people have climbed to the summit of Mt. Everest, more than 300

have journeyed into space, 12 have walked on the moon, but only 2 people have descended

and returned in a single dive to the deepest part of the ocean, spending less than 30 minutes

on the ocean bottom, 95 percent of which remains unexplored. 

The opportunity is ripe to develop a multi-agency exploration initiative given the place-

ment of NOAA, NSF, and NASA in the same Congressional appropriations subcommittee,

augmented by the support and guidance provided by the Navy. Such an initiative should

work across the spectrum of the biological, chemical, and geological sciences and be guided

by a competitive process coordinated by NOAA and NSF with strong guidance from the

research community. It should ensure that resulting technological and scientific advances,

like other basic research programs, will generate returns far in excess of their costs. The dis-

covery of new ecosystems and species has the potential for accelerating our understanding

of the origin of life and evolutionary processes on Earth and possibly on other planets as
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well. An expanded national ocean exploration initiative will allow Congress and the

Administration to create a legacy that will be recognized by future generations as a turning

point in the development of a national ocean policy. 

Support a National Ocean Education Strategy. (Additional Recommended Action)
Congress should mandate the development of a national ocean education and outreach

strategy that coalesces and integrates the existing array of independently conceived and

implemented education and outreach programs and activities. There are growing numbers

of ocean-related education and outreach activities occurring at all levels of government and

within the nongovernmental sector. The lack of a coherent strategy for aligning these activi-

ties is compromising their effectiveness and limiting their capacity to generate additional

funding support. Congress should work with the President to establish a governing body

responsible for developing a national ocean education and outreach strategy. The strategy

should enhance educational achievement in the natural and social sciences, increase ocean

awareness, include a five-year plan for formal and informal activities, and facilitate links

among federal, state, local, and nongovernmental programs. NOAA and NSF should be

given the lead for this activity, and Congress should look for opportunities to increase sup-

port for successful programs within these and other agencies, such as the NSF Centers for

Ocean Science Education Excellence. 

International Leadership

The declining health of the world’s oceans is a global concern. Oceans and the activities that

occur on them, both our own and those of other nations, are vital to our national economy

and security. By virtue of having the largest Exclusive Economic Zone of any country, our

interests are readily affected by the actions of other nations, and U.S. actions have a signifi-

cant impact on the world’s oceans. Our nation should be a strong leader in international

ocean dialogues on all fronts if we are to assert the moral authority necessary to ensure

greater protection of marine resources—and our national economic and security interests—

by others. The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative has put forth a set of principles that should

guide the nation’s increased international leadership on ocean policy issues.

Living Marine Resources. Promote adoption and observance of international standards for the

sustainable harvest of coral reef and other living marine resources.

PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP ON 
OCEAN POLICY ISSUES
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ACTIONS NEEDED BY CONGRESS
Based on the principles above, the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative strongly encourages

Congress to help our nation take a more robust position as a leader in the international com-

munity by acceding to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; reauthorizing

the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act to include provisions on

illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing; and publicly supporting the Administration’s

position in World Trade Organization negotiations to eliminate harmful fishing subsidies. 

Provide advice and consent to U.S. accession to the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea. (Recommended Action 7) The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative urges

the United States Senate to expeditiously advise and consent to U.S. accession to the

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. The Joint Initiative agrees with the

President that accession supports vital U.S. national security, economic, and international

leadership interests and that rapid Senate approval is needed. As a party, the United States

would be in the best position to lead future applications of this framework for regional and

international cooperation in protecting and preserving the marine environment. U.S. acces-

sion to the convention would send a clear message in support of our efforts to foster interna-

tional approaches while significantly furthering our own national interests. As the lone

industrialized nation not part of the convention, we jeopardize our role as a world leader by

failing to join.

The convention has been thoroughly reviewed in Senate hearings and public forums,

and U.S. accession is supported by a broad coalition of ocean interests. The Navy and Coast

Guard have testified that joining the convention will strengthen our ability to defend free-

doms of navigation and overflight essential to military mobility and our homeland security

efforts. All major U.S. industries, including offshore energy, maritime transportation and

commerce, underwater cable communications, and shipbuilding support U.S. accession to

the convention because its provisions help protect vital U.S. economic interests and provide

the certainty and stability crucial for investment in global maritime enterprises.

Environmental organizations strongly support the convention as well. 

International Trade. Negotiate and work with other nations to establish provisions in interna-

tional trade agreements that are consistent with the recommendations of the U.S. Commission

on Ocean Policy and the Pew Oceans Commission.

Implementation and Enforcement. Provide adequate funding for full implementation and

enforcement of those international conventions and agreements that the United States has

ratified.
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Include provisions to regulate and prevent illegal, unreported, and unregulated 
fishing in reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act. (Additional Recommended Action) Congress should incorporate 

provisions on illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing in its reauthorization of

the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. Consistent with the

Joint Initiative’s principles for fisheries management reform and international leadership are

the provisions for IUU fishing in S. 2012, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and

Management Reauthorization Act of 2005. IUU fishing is a threat to sustainable fisheries

worldwide, and the Senate bill strengthens the ability of the United States and international

fishery management organizations to ensure appropriate enforcement and compliance with

conservation and management measures in high seas fisheries. Provisions in the Senate bill

call for the Secretary of Commerce to establish an international compliance and monitoring

program; report to Congress on efforts to reduce IUU fishing; strengthen the ability of

regional fishery management councils to combat IUU fishing; and promote international

cooperation on fisheries management. 

Adopt a Sense of the Senate Resolution that supports the Administration’s position 
in the World Trade Organization negotiations calling for an end to fishing subsidies
that promote overcapitalization. (Additional Recommended Action) The Joint Ocean

Commission Initiative urges the United States Senate to lend its support to the Adminis-

tration’s position in the WTO negotiation by adopting a Sense of the Senate Resolution

that calls for an end to subsidies that promote overcapitalization and subsequently con-

tribute to the global depletion of fish stocks. Such an action would send a strong signal to

the WTO negotiations, where legally binding language on fish subsidies is currently being

developed, and would further reinforce the Senate’s leadership role in ocean and coastal pol-

icy reform. Both Commissions’ reports identified overcapitalization of the global commercial

fishing fleet as a major contributor to the widespread depletion of economically important

fish stocks. At the global level, a significant factor in the continued overcapitalization of the

commercial fishing fleet is the system of fishing subsidies that exists in many countries.

Fishing subsidies that support overcapitalization harm the competitiveness of U.S. exports in

the international seafood market and promote illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU)

fishing, which further harms our domestic commercial fisheries, both ecologically and eco-

nomically. According to the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, the international com-

mercial fishing industry receives annual subsidies of at least $15 billion, equivalent to more

than 20 percent of the value of the world’s commercial fish catch. 
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New Funding for Ocean Policy and Programs

Given the findings and recommendations of the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the

Pew Oceans Commission, and the acknowledged economic and ecological importance of our

oceans, coasts, and Greats Lakes, the failure to provide a dedicated source of funding and

any real increase in federal funding for ocean science, management, and education in FY

2005, and virtually level funding in FY 2006, is disappointing. 

Despite overwhelming evidence that the health of our oceans and coasts is poor and sub-

ject to continuing degradation, the President’s request for funding for NOAA in FY 2005 and

2006 included limited increases for some ocean-related programs. However, the President’s

request remained well below the funding level supported by Congress, which has main-

tained a strong interest in supporting well-established programs and activities that make sig-

nificant contributions to the ocean science and management enterprise. In FY 2006, the

agency’s appropriated funding was essentially level, but resulted in a reduction in funding

of some of the agency’s core ocean and coastal programs. In addition, underfunding of

important ocean-related programs at NSF, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the

Department of the Interior (DOI), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Navy, NASA,

and the Department of Agriculture (USDA) further compromises the capacity of these agen-

cies and their academic and state partners to address outstanding challenges facing our

oceans and coasts.

The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative has developed a set of principles that should

guide new funding for ocean policy and programs. These principles are presented below.

Provide Funding Commensurate to the Challenge. Current ocean and coastal funding is insuffi-

cient to address current challenges or to begin to anticipate and plan for future challenges.

Share Funding with Nonfederal Partners. Many of the actions necessary to improve the health

of ocean and coastal waters will be initiated and implemented at the regional, state, and local

levels. Federal funding should be available to assist nonfederal governments, as well as the

academic community, in meeting these goals.

Require Payment for the Use of a Public Resource. The use of a publicly-owned resource by the

private sector in federal waters should be contingent on a reasonable return of some portion

of the revenues to taxpayers in order to support programs that will help sustain the health and

vitality of our nation’s oceans and coasts.

PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE NEW FUNDING FOR OCEAN POLICY 
AND PROGRAMS
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ACTIONS NEEDED BY CONGRESS
The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative strongly encourages Congress to establish an Ocean

Trust Fund in the U.S. Treasury, make appropriate adjustments in the FY 2007 appropriations

process to provide adequate funding for ocean and coastal programs, and direct the

Administration to prepare an integrated ocean budget. A substantially greater commitment

of federal resources to the balanced management of our ocean and coastal resources needs to

be institutionalized by Congress in the Executive Branch of the government. That institution-

alization is conducive to being addressed immediately by the Congress. 

Establish an Ocean Trust Fund in the U.S. Treasury. (Recommended Action 8) The

Joint Ocean Commission Initiative strongly urges Congress to establish an Ocean Trust

Fund based on a dedicated source of revenues for the improved management and under-

standing of ocean and coastal resources. A portion of the Fund should be shared with all

coastal states for the sustainability of renewable ocean and coastal resources. With regard

to the sources of revenue for that Fund, the Joint Initiative recognizes that there are sever-

al options to consider and difficult decisions to be made. We stand ready to engage with

Congress in an ongoing discussion about how to resolve this important issue. Establishing

an Ocean Trust Fund is one of the most important early steps Congress could take to demon-

strate its commitment to a new national ocean policy. Both Commissions addressed the need

for dedicated funding for implementing their recommendations, making the case that our

oceans, coasts, and Great Lakes are major contributors to the U.S. economy, with half the

nation’s GDP generated in coastal watersheds. Maintaining the economic and ecological via-

bility of our oceans and coasts requires decision makers at the national and state governmen-

tal levels to have access to unbiased, credible, and up-to-date information to make informed

decisions. Unfortunately, chronic under-investment has left much of our ocean-related infra-

structure in woefully poor condition. In addition, federal and state ocean and coastal agen-

cies need more financial resources to meet the challenges that were so clearly documented in

the reports of the two Commissions. 

Each Commission had a somewhat different approach to the sources of and uses for the

funds. The U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy proposed a dedicated fund in the U.S. Treasury

would be composed of all “unallocated” receipts from outer continental shelf (OCS) oil and

gas development and resource rents from other new and emerging federal offshore activities.

The U.S. Commission made clear that its proposal would not affect programs that currently

receive OCS oil and gas revenues, specifically the Land and Water Conservation Fund and

two additional programs. Rather, only after revenues for those programs were allocated in

accordance with law, would any remaining offshore proceeds (some $4 billion annually) be

deposited in the Trust Fund to be used by all coastal states and federal ocean agencies for a

range of purposes. Generally, those purposes for the coastal states (to receive $1 billion annu-

ally) would focus on the conservation and sustainable development of renewable ocean

resources, including any new responsibilities that arise as a result of the U.S. Commission’s

recommendations and the enhancement of programs that are currently underfunded.
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Additionally, the Commission recognized that the OCS producing states should be compen-

sated for the impacts of energy activity in adjacent federal waters. Finally, the remainder of

the funds (about $3 billion) would be distributed among federal agencies to address the new

or expanded activities assigned to them as a result of Commission recommendations. 

The Pew Oceans Commission recommended that Congress create a permanent, dedicat-

ed fund for coastal conservation. It looked at a broad range of potential sources of ocean-

related revenues, but ultimately recommended using general revenues with the additional

suggestion that Congress consider tapping proceeds derived from OCS oil and gas develop-

ment for habitat protection. The Pew Commission went on to maintain that this should be

done in a way that does not encourage additional OCS energy development.

Increase base funding for core oceans and coastal science and management programs
and initiatives and develop an integrated ocean budget. (Recommended Action 9)
Congress should increase funding for ocean and coastal activities throughout the federal

government in FY 2007 and beyond, with an initial focus on enhancing core base pro-

grams and support for a few broad initiatives. The Joint Ocean Commission Initiative rec-

ommends a total of $747 million in funding above FY 2006 levels. Details are provided in

Part II of this report. 

Either as separate legislation or as part of an appropriations bill, Congress should

direct the President to submit an integrated ocean budget, making it easier to track sup-

port for and analyze the progress of departmentally isolated but highly interactive ocean

and coastal programs, and thus facilitating greater coordination among federal programs.

The lack of a baseline for federally funded ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes programs and

activities greatly hampers the capacity of the Administration and Congress to evaluate the

status and progress of these programs. It also hampers efforts to facilitate greater coordina-

tion and integration among these programs, a problem exacerbated by a budget processes

that traditionally focuses on department- and agency-oriented funding priorities, which

rarely give priority to cross-agency initiatives. 

Congress attempted to address this issue in the Oceans Act of 2000, requiring the

President to “transmit to Congress biennially a report that includes a detailed listing of all

existing federal programs related to ocean and coastal activities, including a description of

each program, the current funding for the program, linkages to other federal programs, and

a projection of the funding level of the program for each of the next five years.” Two such

reports have been released by the Administration, the latest in December 2005.1 However,

the reports provide a limited picture of how funds are used and the linkages among similar

programs. A review of the 2005 report indicates that the ocean budget of the Department of

Homeland Security (DHS), which houses the Coast Guard and the Federal Emergency

1 Federal Ocean and Coastal Activities Report to the U.S. Congress. Prepared by the Interagency Committee on Ocean

Science and Resource Management Integration. December 2005
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Management Agency ($2.9 billion), makes it the nation’s largest ocean agency, spending

almost twice that of the Department of Commerce ($1.6 billion), which houses NOAA. The

Joint Initiative believes the report should provide greater detail about programs associated

with core ocean and coastal science and management in order to accurately reflect the

nation’s commitment to management and understanding of ocean and coastal resources.

Congress should refine the guidance associated with the biennial report, requiring the

Administration to submit a more robust funding baseline with more specific “themes” and 

a greater focus on information supporting the integration of common activities among the 

federal agencies. In addition, Congress should require the Administration to propose intera-

gency funding initiatives that build upon common activities (e.g., habitat restoration, imple-

mentation of an integrated ocean observing system, ocean exploration, ecosystem research,

mapping and charting, ocean education). Coordination and collaboration through the budget

process would greatly facilitate the transition toward ecosystem-based management. 

Pending Ocean and Coastal Legislation

ACTIONS NEEDED BY CONGRESS

Place a high priority on final passage of several bills that have already made progress
in the legislative process. (Recommended Action 10) Congress should demonstrate

progress toward implementing the recommendations of the U.S. Commission on Ocean

Policy and the Pew Oceans Commission by realizing some near term successes, even

while continuing the essential work of achieving the broader comprehensive reforms 

necessary to reverse the decline of our oceans.

A number of ocean and coastal bills have been introduced in the 109th Congress. Among

them are bills that, when taken individually, would not achieve core reforms or address the

long-term, dedicated funding needs of our coasts and oceans. Nonetheless, they demonstrate

progress, address important issues, and show that Congress and the Administration are seri-

ous about restoring the vitality of our oceans.

A list of bills that can and should make their way to the President’s desk in the 109th

Congress is provided below. Action on these bills would provide much needed momentum

and demonstrate continued commitment to improving our nation’s ocean policy. But

progress must not stop there. Congress should also debate and enact legislation that will

modernize our outdated ocean governance regime and provide additional funding to sup-

port the sustained use of ocean and coastal resources. 

Marine Debris Research, Prevention and Reduction Act (S. 362) establishes within

NOAA a Marine Debris Prevention and Removal Program that would reduce the adverse

impacts of lost and discarded fishing gear on living marine resources and navigation safety

and would encourage outreach and education of the public and other stakeholders in the
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fishing, fishing gear manufacturing, and plastic and waste management industries. This bill

has been approved by the Senate and in the House was referred to the Committee on

Transportation and Infrastructure and additionally to the Committee on Resources. The

Resources Committee has favorably reported the bill, but the Transportation and

Infrastructure Committee has yet to act.

Tsunami Preparedness Act (S. 50) directs the Administrator of NOAA to improve our

nation’s tsunami detection, forecast, warning, preparedness, and mitigation capacity through

improved sensing technology, data collection and analysis abilities, and information and

communication systems. The bill directs the Administrator to take a strong international

leadership role to facilitate the development of a global warning system. This bill was passed

by the Senate in July 2005. In the House, it was referred to the Committees on Resources,

Science, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

National Ocean Exploration Program Act (S. 39) calls for the Secretary of Commerce to

develop within NOAA a coordinated national ocean exploration program that will increase

scientific knowledge for the informed management, use, and preservation of oceanic, coastal,

and large lake resources through undersea research, exploration, education, and technology

development. This bill was passed by the Senate in July 2005. In the House, it was referred to

the House Committees on Resources and Science.

Coastal and Estuarine Land Protection Act (S. 1215) would codify an existing federal pro-

gram in NOAA by which coastal states can compete for matching funds to acquire land or

easements for the protection of sensitive coastal ecosystems with the goal of better ensuring

the ecological and economic health of coastal communities. This bill has been reported out of

the Senate Commerce Committee and placed on the Senate calendar. A companion bill in the

House, H.R. 3187, has been referred to the Committee on Resources.

Coral Reef Conservation Amendments Act of 2005 (S. 1390) enhances funding for coral

reef conservation, creates a community-based planning grants program to implement locally

designed coral management and protection plans, and strengthens federal authority to

undertake emergency response actions to prevent or mitigate imminent coral reef destruction

from vessel or other physical damage. This bill was passed by unanimous consent in the

Senate and has been referred to the Committee on Resources in the House.

Ocean and Coastal Mapping Integration Act (S. 364) directs the Administrator of NOAA

to establish a program to develop a coordinated and comprehensive federal ocean and

coastal mapping plan for the Great Lakes and Coastal State waters, the territorial sea, the

exclusive economic zone, and the continental shelf of the United States. The mapping plan

should enhance ecosystem approaches in decision-making, establish research priorities, and
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advance ocean and coastal science. This bill has been reported out of the Senate Commerce

Committee and placed on the Senate calendar.

In addition, the following bills should be high priorities for Congress to work on this

year. The Joint Initiative is working to provide input on specifics of each of these bills and

stands ready to work with Congressional staff to ensure that these bills incorporate the prin-

ciples embodied by the two Commissions in their reports.

Ocean and Coastal Observation System Act of 2005 (S. 361) calls on the President to

establish an integrated system for ocean and coastal observation that would provide data

and information for the timely detection and prediction of changes in the ocean and coastal

environment that impact the nation’s social, economic, and ecological systems. This bill was

passed by the Senate in July 2005. In the House, it was referred to the House Committees on

Resources and Science.

Coastal Zone Enhancement Reauthorization Act (S. 360) would improve the planning

and coordinating capabilities of coastal states, support community-based planning to

address pressing development issues in the coastal zone, protect coastal habitats, and

encourage the development and use of innovative technology in coastal and estuarine 

management. This bill was the subject of a hearing by the Senate Committee on Commerce,

Science, and Transportation and was reported favorably by the Committee. It is currently on

the Senate legislative calendar.

Ballast Water Management Act of 2005 (S. 363) is designed to prevent ballast water intro-

ductions of nonindigenous species, and address aquatic nuisance species and the significant

adverse environmental and economic harm that results from these releases. The bill was

reported from the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation in

November 2005 and is currently on the Senate legislative calendar.

The Flood Insurance Reform and Modernization Act of 2006 (S. __) would forgive 

nearly $24 billion owed to the U.S. Treasury by the National Flood Insurance Program for 

the 2005 hurricane season. It would also phase out premium subsidies on all non-primary

residences and severe repetitive loss properties and calls for new standards that program

officials must use to complete a floodplains map modernization process. This bill was intro-

duced at mark up and reported out of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and

Urban Affairs on May 25, 2006.

Water Resources Development Act of 2005 (S. 728) would reauthorize the act and reform

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The bill was reported by the Senate Committee on
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Environment and Public Works in April 2005, and is on the Senate legislative calendar. It is

anticipated that amendments will be offered on the Senate floor, based on another bill, the

Water Resources Planning and Modernization Act of 2006 (S. 2288).
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2 An Ocean Blueprint for the 21st Century. US Commission on Ocean Policy, Appendix C. 2004
3 Federal Ocean and Coastal Activities Report to the U.S. Congress. Prepared by the Interagency Committee on Ocean

Science and Resource Management Integration. December 2005

Part II: Overarching Initiatives for
Funding Integrated Ocean and
Coastal Governance

As Congress considers ocean-related funding during the FY 2007 appropriations process and

beyond, its funding priorities should recognize and support programs and activities that

strengthen the long-term economic health of the nation. The ocean and coastal economies of

the coastal states generate roughly three-quarters of the nation’s annual GDP, exceeding $7.0

trillion in 2000. The “ocean economy” alone, meaning those activities that rely specifically 

on the oceans to support production, generated approximately $120 billion in 2000. Thus, the

ocean economy was almost 2.5 times larger than the agricultural economy in terms of output

and over 150 percent larger than employment in the farm sector. 2

Unfortunately, underinvestment in core ocean and coastal science, management, and

education programs have left the nation vulnerable to both chronic and catastrophic threats

along our coasts. Poor water quality due to nonpoint source pollution, ecologic degradation

associated with invasive species and habitat loss, and inappropriate land use that has result-

ed in escalating costs associated natural hazards are all evidence of the inadequacies of 

current ocean and coastal governance and funding regimes. 

Further exacerbating the situation is the fact that the funding regime for federal ocean-

related programs is in disarray. NOAA, the nation’s lead civilian ocean agency, has a $3.9 

billion budget consisting of hundreds of budget lines, which support important but discrete

activities. Ocean and coastal programs in other agencies, such as DOI, EPA, and NASA, 

are often considered lower priorities and suffer from chronic underinvestment. The lack of

emphasis on enhancing core ocean programs and activities across the government is clearly

illustrated by the Administration’s 2005 Ocean and Coastal Activities Report to the U.S.

Congress3 outyear budget projection for FY 2010, which shows decreases in most agencies’

ocean budgets, with NOAA decreasing by $60 million, Department of Defense by $180 

million, NASA by $90 million, Department of Transportation by $120 million, and USDA

by $100 million, while the ocean budget for DHS increases by $500 million.

FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA
PRIORIT IES  FOR OCEAN POL ICY REFORM

June 2006 
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Due to the wide distribution of ocean-related programs throughout the federal system

and the lack of a coherent process for monitoring their support, the Joint Initiative recom-

mends that Congress begin moving toward a more comprehensive funding regime for

ocean-related programs that is capable of focusing on high priority, large-scale initiatives

that provide the agencies with increased flexibility and discretionary funding authority to

respond to existing and emerging challenges. This will require a significant shift in the

Administration budget formulation process, as well as how Congress exercises its fiscal

oversight of federal ocean programs and activities.

Following the approach outlined above, the Joint Initiative has identified four broad

functional categories for organizing ocean and coastal funding. These are:

• Ocean Governance and Coastal Management 

• Ocean Science and Research 

• Monitoring, Observing, and Mapping 

• Ocean Education and Outreach 

Outlined below, the Joint Ocean Commission Initiative recommends $715 million in

new funding above FY 2006 levels to cover the costs of implementing a new national

ocean policy consistent with the recommendations of the two Commissions. In addition,

as described in the executive summary of this report, additional recommended new funds

for implementing a strengthened Magnuson-Stevens fisheries act ($29 million) and for

implementation costs related to accession to the United Nations Convention on the Law 

of the Sea ($3 million) bring the overall new funding needed to a total of $747 million. 

Funding Category 1: Ocean Governance and 
Coastal Management 

Congress should provide funds to support new governance efforts at both the federal
and regional levels, with additional emphasis on expanding support for watershed
initiatives that support ecosystem-based management. Moving toward an ecosystem-

based management approach will demand major changes to the current federal approach to

ocean management and governance. The coordination and integration required as part of

this process has demanded considerable additional effort by managers given the increasing

complexity of the issues being addressed, such as evaluating cumulative impacts on coastal

watersheds. This process should mature over time, but it will languish unless managers are

provided with additional funding to help facilitate the communication and coordination

needed to make it successful. While funding is needed across a broad spectrum of ocean

management activities, the Joint Initiative believes that the greatest potential for short-term

gains is associated with the support for the following actions.

Support for the new interagency coordination efforts. The President established the

Committee on Ocean Policy and its supporting science and policy coordination subcommit-
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tees to facilitate greater interagency collaboration and communication. The costs associated

with these efforts have been borne by the member agencies, which provide staff and funding

to support the interagency effort. While this is a functional approach, providing both CEQ

and the Office of Science and Technology Policy with $500,000 each to support a small per-

manent staff dedicated to supporting interagency cooperation, as recommended by both

Commissions, would greatly increase the effectiveness of the current effort to integrate feder-

al programs and also enhance federal, state, and regional partnerships. Total: +$1 million

Support regional coordination. Efforts to develop regional ocean and coastal coordina-

tion strategies are increasing around the nation. Great progress has been made in the Great

Lakes and the Gulf of Mexico, and efforts are beginning to emerge on the West Coast and in

the Southeast. Funding for these efforts has come from a mixture of sources, but there is no

coherent federal strategy for supporting these efforts. The U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy

estimated the cost supporting regional coordination efforts at roughly $5 million the first

year, rising to $12 million in the third year. Total: +$5 million

Support watershed-related activities. There is growing recognition of the value of a

watershed approach and the importance of addressing the cumulative impacts of all activi-

ties that take place within a watershed. EPA has reoriented federal and state clean water 

programs to address certain problems on a watershed basis and has developed extensive

guidance for use by states, tribes, and territories, including the development of an online

Watershed Academy and a targeted watershed grant program that encourages community-

based approaches. USDA has chosen high priority watersheds in which agricultural runoff is

a major source of pollution as the basis for distributing funds under its conservation pro-

grams. NOAA’s Coastal Zone Management Program has been instrumental in guiding state

efforts to watershed management approaches, and the opportunity exists for Congress to

strengthen its support for watershed management during the reauthorization of the CZMA.

The transition toward watershed management would benefit from additional resources for

these programs, and the Joint Initiative suggests providing an additional $20 million for the

NOAA Coastal Zone Management Program, $5 million for the EPA watershed grant pro-

gram, and $4 million for USDA’s Watershed Surveys and Planning account, above their 

FY 2006 funded levels. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers also requires greater ability to use

its funding to support watershed-wide feasibility studies and impact analyses prior to mak-

ing final determinations on proposed coastal projects. Total: +$29 million

Other established conservation and management programs have made significant contri-

butions toward maintaining and improving the quality of coastal resources and could make

even greater contributions with additional fiscal resources. These include the EPA National

Estuary Program; the DOI Coastal Program, Coastal Barrier Resources System, and Coastal

Wetland Grants Program; and NOAA’s Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Program

and National Marine Sanctuaries Program. While the Joint Initiative has not identified 

discrete levels of funding applicable to each of these programs, the need clearly exceeds $50
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million, recognizing that the U.S. Commission suggested at least an additional $35 million 

in support for the Coastal Estuarine land and Conservation Program and the +$10 million

funding cut endured by the National Marine Sanctuary Program in FY 2006. 

Total: +$50 million

Total for Ocean Governance and Coastal Management: + $85 million.

Funding Category 2: Ocean Science and Research

Congress should encourage greater interagency collaboration in support of all dimen-
sions of ocean science, from exploration and basic research to applied research, by
supporting a number of overarching initiatives, including ocean exploration, ecosys-
tem research, ocean observing, and education. The Administration is currently develop-

ing an Ocean Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy4 that will eventually provide

a roadmap to assist Congress in prioritizing ocean science and research funding. However,

given the overwhelming need to take meaningful action promptly, priority should be given

to supporting endeavors that offer frameworks capable of providing focus and continuity

for ocean science and research programs. The Joint Initiative strongly encourages Congress

to support the initiatives identified under the Research, Science, and Education section in

Part I of this report, including: an enhanced ocean research and education program; estab-

lishment of a new ecosystem research initiative; the implementation of an integrated ocean

observing system; and a national ocean education strategy.

Congress should expand the national innovation and competitiveness initiative to
include oceans. The President’s American Competitiveness Initiative provides an excellent

opportunity for Congress to draw upon the scientific and educational resources and expert-

ise of the ocean community to contribute toward this broad national initiative. Thus, in the 

context of supporting an enhanced national research enterprise, Congress should increase

resources for ocean research and exploration programs in NOAA, NSF, and the Navy, as 

well as other ocean and coastal programs in federal agencies, as part of the innovation and

competitiveness initiative. 

Ocean science and exploration are closely related endeavors. Explorers discover the new

places, species, and phenomena that other scientists then study and explain. Many experts

have pointed out that we now know more about the surface of the moon—and increasingly

the surface of Mars—than we do about the bottom of the ocean, despite the huge potential

for answering fundamental questions about our planet and discovering new forms of life in

the soup of biological diversity contained within our oceans. This effort, in turn, has the

potential to not only support a new economic enterprise in marine biotechnology, but also

4 Ocean Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy

(http://ocean.ceq.gov/about/docs/jsost_orpp_planningdoc.pdf)
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allow us to begin to address the growing health-related concerns associated with harmful

algal blooms, seafood-related illnesses, and water-borne chemical contaminants.  

Congress should support the development of an expanded ocean research and
exploration initiative. The Joint Initiative recommends that Congress support an expand-

ed ocean exploration initiative that incorporates many of the basic ocean research programs

and activities within the federal government. Currently, ocean exploration is supported by 

a broad array of federal programs housed in NSF, NOAA, and the Navy, while basic ocean

research is spread across many federal agencies. Unfortunately, ocean research and explo-

ration funding has stagnated or decreased, resulting in a steady real dollar decline in support

for basic research over the past decades. This decline compromises our nation’s economic

and national security and was the basis for the both Commissions’ support for doubling the

federal ocean and coastal research budget from its current level of $650 million per year to

$1.3 billion over the next five years.

Congress must reverse this decline by enhancing ocean research funding. Under an

ocean research and exploration initiative, Congress should strongly consider enhancing the

NSF Geosciences Directorate account by $42 million, the NSF Major Research Equipment

and Facilities Construction Account by $50 million, the NSF Polar Programs by $50 million,

and the Navy’s 6.1 account by $50 million from FY 2006 enacted levels. These programs are

the foundation of ocean research and exploration, and enhanced support is crucial. In addi-

tion, there are numerous other basic research programs that merit increased support from

their FY 2006 funding levels, including, but not limited to: NOAA Ocean Exploration (+$36

million); NOAA/National Centers for Ocean Coastal Science (+$25 million); NOAA/Ocean

Human Health (+$15 million); NOAA/National Undersea Research Program (+$11 million);

DOI/USGS Coastal and Marine Geology Program (+$10 million); and EPA/ORD Ocean and

Coastal Research (+$10 million). Other areas of ocean-related research of great importance

that would benefit from additional funding include ocean and coastal remote sensing, arctic

research, atmospheric deposition, economic and social analysis, invasive species, and coral

reefs. Total: +$299 million

Congress should complement its ocean research and exploration initiative with an
ecosystem research initiative. Such an initiative would greatly assist the nation as we

transition toward an ecosystem-based management approach. The initiative would stimu-

late multidisciplinary approaches and scientific cooperation among federal and nonfederal

research entities. The Joint Initiative envisions this initiative as having an applied research

focus, addressing issues that will directly benefit managers and policy makers who must

understand and balance economic, social, and environmental factors when making deci-

sions that will affect the health and productivity of coastal ecosystem. 

The Joint Initiative recognizes that budgetary initiatives are primarily a responsibility of

the Executive Branch. Thus, we recommend that Congress strongly encourage the Adminis-

tration to consider developing and supporting an ecosystem research budget initiative. Such

an initiative would help identify and begin the process of coordinating the broad suite of
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ecosystem-related research activities taking place throughout the government. Examples of

programs and activities that could possibly be coordinated under this initiative include:

aquatic invasive species research; ocean remote sensing; marine mammal research; develop-

ment of fishery ecosystem plans; habitat restoration; coral reef research; and marine protect-

ed areas, including the National Estuarine Research Reserve System. Congress should ensure

that funding for these activities and programs is protected, and preferably enhanced, as part

of concerted national effort to support federal, state, and regional efforts to restore the health

and productivity of our oceans, coasts, and Great Lakes. 

Funding Total for Ocean Science and Research: +$299 million

.

Funding Category 3: Monitoring, Observing, 
and Mapping

Congress should increase funding for the implementation of an Integrated Ocean
Observing System (IOOS) and other scientific tools and infrastructure that are the
backbone of the ocean science enterprise. A critical component of a robust ocean science

enterprise is the set of tools that allow scientists to collect, monitor, observe, map, model,

analyze, and synthesize data, and then translate and communicate their findings in useable

and understandable forms to managers and policymakers. An important tool to achieve

well-informed, science-based ocean and coastal management with an ecosystem focus is the

national IOOS. As the ocean component of the President’s Global Earth Observing System

of Systems, a fully operating IOOS will provide critical information for: protecting human

lives and property from marine hazards; improving ocean health; predicting global climate

change; enhancing the nation’s security; and providing for the protection, sustainable use,

and enjoyment of ocean resources. 

Many of the elements of a national system are already in place, but they operate inde-

pendently. Support for IOOS is the process through which these elements are interconnect-

ed into global and coastal observation networks. Congress should place a high priority on

the passage of legislation mandating the implementation of an IOOS and should increase

the level of funding in support of global and regional IOOS programs, providing the com-

munity with the flexibility to direct funding toward activities and infrastructure that will

allow for the orderly and coherent development of an effective and efficient program.

There are many elements that constitute the IOOS, some infrastructure-related, others

programmatic activities that develop more effective tools for translating and sharing the

information generated. One very important element is the need to create a national base

map that is seamless across the shoreline and can incorporate new geospatial data of all

types as they are collected. Another is the need to reinforce the network of infrastructure

and technology used to support science and exploration, such as research vessels, satellites,
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buoys, and sensors, as well as computer hardware and software. A third is establishing a

data management and communication center where federal and state agencies can coordi-

nate the collection, archiving, fusion, modeling, and distribution of IOOS-related informa-

tion and products.

Congress should increase its support for the IOOS. The U.S. Commission on Ocean

Policy identified four components that are essential for the IOOS, including: data manage-

ment and communications; enhancing regional coastal information systems; accelerating

implementation of the global ocean observing system; and enhancing and integrating exist-

ing federally-supported observing programs. The first year cost was calculated at $138 

million, with the annual cost increasing to roughly $500 million in the fifth year. The Joint

Initiative strongly recommends that Congress bolster the funding commitment to IOOS, with

new funding being targeted among the three areas described above. Total: +$138 million

Other monitoring-related activities and suggested levels of increased financial support

they require are provided below. The funding levels are generally based on guidance provided

in Chapter 30 and Appendix G of the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy report and represent

increases above enacted funding levels: develop a national monitoring network ($10 million);

implement improved sediment research monitoring, assessment, and technologies ($12 mil-

lion); expand federal mapping and charting and data integration ($50 million); establish a

NOAA/Navy ocean and coastal information management and communication partnership

($20 million); develop regional approaches to address atmospheric deposition ($3 million);

modernize NPDES monitoring, strengthen enforcement, and implement stormwater pro-

grams ($7 million); increase ballast water research and demonstration programs ($2 million);

implement early detection and notification plans for aquatic invasive species ($30 million);

expand marine debris monitoring ($5 million); create and fund a national program for social

science and economic research ($5 million); and increase support for data management soft-

ware ($7 million). Total: +$151 million

Total for Monitoring, Observing, and Mapping: +$289 million

Funding Category 4: Ocean Education and Outreach

Congress should increase funding for established ocean education programs.
Earlier in this report we recommended the establishment of a national ocean education strate-

gy, with NOAA and NSF being given the lead in coordinating the program. The strategy

should enhance educational achievement in the physical, natural, and social sciences, increase

ocean awareness, include a five-year plan for formal and informal activities, and facilitate

links among federal, state, local, and nongovernmental programs. It is our understanding

that the Administration’s Ocean Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy will

include recommendations for advancing federal ocean education programs. The Joint

Initiative feels strongly that Congress should increase funding for existing federal ocean 
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education initiatives in NOAA, NSF, and the Navy in FY 2007. Doing so will contribute

directly to the objectives of the innovation and competitiveness initiative supported by

Congress by enticing more students at all levels of education into scientific and technical 

professions. An increased investment in ocean-related education will play a key role in 

stimulating a new generation of engineers and scientists who will help this nation maintain

its technological lead in an increasingly competitive world while also helping to establish a

new ocean stewardship ethic. 

Congress should make funding for formal and informal education a priority and

provide support above the FY 2006 enacted level for the following programs: NOAA Education

Initiatives ($12 million); NSF Centers for Ocean Science and Education Excellence ($10 million);

and NOAA Sea Grant ($20 million). We anticipate identifying a broader suite of programs

across other federal agencies when the Administration completes its Ocean Research Priorities

Plan and Implementation Strategy, one component of which will address ocean-related educa-

tion funding needs. 

Total for Ocean Education and Outreach: +$42 million

The Joint Initiative recognizes that expanding beyond relatively rigid mission-driven

responsibilities toward multi-agency, multi-discipline funding initiatives that are not rewarded

in the federal budget formulation process will require a major change in the Executive Branch

budget formulation process. It will also require Congress to reconsider how it authorizes and

funds such initiatives. A sustained and successful transition towards ecosystem-based man-

agement is as dependent upon Congress’s willingness to reconsider its institutional policy-

setting and funding processes as it is upon the ocean science community to demonstrate its

capacity for collaborating and coordinating in a meaningful way through the federal budget

process. Thus, Congress should look toward developing oversight mechanisms that will

strengthen its capacity to evaluate and guide interagency cooperation and funding.

In this report, the Joint Initiative makes a number of funding recommendations, both gen-

eral and specific, and we want to emphasize that current funding levels are clearly inadequate

given the state of our oceans and coasts. It is not our intent to develop a comprehensive budg-

et analysis in this report. Rather, we will continue to work with the ocean community to build

upon these funding recommendations in the coming months and provide Congress with

additional information that we hope will be helpful in the appropriations process. 
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